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The Cyber Domain

Our Current Environment
WK2
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Why are we still 
getting in your 
systems?
We all attend these talks/conferences to learn

“the trade”, stay on top of the latest trends, etc.

This allows us to work towards protecting our

information, our clients’ information, and our

governments’ information yet as a pen-testing

firm… we are still getting in, in the same ways,

we always have.



Attacks

● Most compromises (or at least the entry) are executed on known vulnerabilities, 
malware variants, on people, or via legitimate compromised account/access (third 
party).  

● Your information is most likely being sold on the Dark Web (organization and/or 
personal).

● Majority of attacks and successful compromises are discovered by people--not tools.



Compromise Stats

• More than 90% of attacks logged by AT&T are 
known attacks or their variants – not zero-day 
attacks  (WE HAVE THE ANSWER TO THIS)

• 80% of organizations had at least one threat caused 
by an insider over the past 12 months 

• 25-30% of employees still click on suspect links 
• 300% increase in malicious email attachments from 

2015 to 2018 
• 50% of U.S organizations don’t have confidence in 

the security of their connected devices
• Half of all cyber attacks are targeted at small 

businesses
• Estimated $6 trillion in damages by 2021
• $76 billion of illegal activities involves Bitcoin
• Ransomware attacks  occur every 14 seconds

"We haven't made the same 
investments that we've 

made in Smokey Bear or 
'Click It or Ticket’. At a 

societal level, we do those 
campaigns because there's a 

common risk to everyone.
Cybersecurity should be just 

as important.”
-

- Michael Kaiser, Executive 
Director of the National 
Cyber Security Alliance 



Breach Statistics

People 50%

Law Enforcement
25%

Customers
21%

Service Providers 19%

How are breaches discovered?



Top Known Government Breaches (Records 

Stolen)
● US Voter Database (190 Million)
● National Archives and Records Administration 

(NARA) (75 Million Service People)
● Vet Affairs (26 Million)
● OPM (21.5 Million)
● Virginia Department of Health Professions 

Prescription Monitoring Program (8 Million 
Health Records)

● Georgia Sec of State (6 Million Voter Records -
Released)

● TRICARE(4.9 Million)
● South Carolina Department of Revenue (3.6 

Million)
● State of Texas (3.5 Million)
● DoD Breaches? - Generally Not Public



How?
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How Do We Continue To Get In?

A large majority of the time our entry into another system 

is:

Weak Credentials

No 2FA

Inadequate passwords 

or poor 

reset/validation 

procedures. 

Default vendor 

passwords.

SOCIAL
ENGINEERING

People are still vulnerable 

Architecture is not 

segmented to prohibit 

exposure.

Unprotected Services

FTP
Anonymous Login/Password

SNMP
Public Community Strings

SMB
EternalBlue / PSEXEC

SMTP
Open Mail Relay

RDP
BlueKeep / Guest Accounts

SQL
SQL Injection
Applications

Escape into Hosting Environment
Web Applications

Weak Review/Open Admin Areas/Information Leaks/Local 
File Inclusion/RemoteFile Inclusion



We should probably shut that front door



Time for some metrics!
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Why?



WHY?

Bigger Attack surface

More devices, more to attack.  Tech 

released without security (i.e. IoT)

People

People are still a problem. They love to 

click.

Avoidance Mantra

Education

Data

Senior/Junior Workforce

Everyone is capturing more and more 

data about you, your actions, and 

more. (FB, Google, Twitter)

Some folks are better or have more to 

learn.

“I’m not a tech person”

Customers are not hiring qualified 

individuals; Current training isn’t 

working



WHY?

Poor Architecture Design

Architectures are flat.

Marketing

One Solution will not solve your 

problems.

False Sale

Lack of Training

No Monitoring/Logging

Stop Updating After Implementation

Nothing watching your system, logs 

not analyzed or monitored

Maintenance/Patches

Vulnerability Reports as Penetration 

Test

People stop learning; Training needs to 

evolve



STOP THE “PWN
YOU” ATTITUDE

We get it. It’s sexy and it needs to 

be done. Our job is to help people 

not get pwned.

RELIANCE ON
TOOLS

No single tool will solve your 

problem, regardless of marketing.

TESTING RULES

Hackers don’t follow rules. 

HIRING & 
Training

Hire the right people and treat 

them well.

Test!

Stop being afraid to be owned. It’s 

about risk mitigation, not 

removing all risk.

Risk/Frame
work

Adopt a Framework

Where do we 
start?

Security is about the bigger picture, the whole network. Not 1 
device, 1 item. 

● Network Segmentation/Architecture

● More Blue & Red Team

● Be cautious about the latest tool

● Hire the right people

● Accept that you are at risk

● Implement a framework



Stop The Pwn
Attitude



Tools are not Talent



Testing Rules?

Allow a True Test

Bad guys do not follow scripts or have limits.



Hiring and Training MUST change

● What if we broke from mainstream training programs and actually TAUGHT the 
students how these attacks work?  Step by Step?  With consequences realized?

● Attackers are extremely sophisticated…but so are our Defenders!
● What if we took input from everyone in your organization and created a NEW way of 

training?  A way that everyone can understand, relate to, and implement in their roles?
● Users are the first line of defense, so why not arm them with the knowledge they need 

to become front line guardians?
● If users understand how attacks work, wouldn’t they then be able to recognize the 

ingredients to an attack before they happen?  Maybe even help prevent them?
● Maybe, just maybe, our end users wouldn’t click those links or ignore those ‘weird’ 

errors they got while logging in, or launching an application, or notice their homepage 
is slightly different today than it was yesterday?



We have an Answer for that!

● The idea is to change training fundamentally to clearly demonstrate exactly how Red 
Teams and Penetration Testers break into Information Systems, compromise accounts, 
pivot, maintain persistence and much more.

● We do this through Visual StoryTelling with details and steps that everyone at every 
skill level can follow and understand.

● End Users are your first line of defense, why not arm them with the knowledge to help 
protect your infrastructure and information?

● The following slides are a sample of another talk that we preset.  It is focused on New 
Successful Training Methods.



Where Do We Go From Here?

● Everyday users trained by conventional means remain vulnerable. 
● With increasing attack activity and high stakes, repetitive cyber-training seems to 

have lost effectivity
● Impactful stories of “Real World” examples show the art of the possible and 

demonstrate consequences of not practicing good cyber hygiene
● Liberate your brightest to create examples using a variety of techniques to expand 

cyber awareness
● Creative Training produces educated users that can both prevent poor security 

practices and recognize/report a variety of attack attempts in real time.  They are 
your first line of defense, and with the right training/tools, they can be one of the 
best security assets to your organization



Red Teams or PenTesters = YES

Red Team PenTester



Red Teams / PenTesters – They are here to help

● Red Teams will only look for vulnerabilities 
that will allow them to achieve their goals

● Red Teams Exist to help Blue Teams
● Red Teams are not limited to the same 

time constraint as PenTesters, but are still 
limited in time

● Red Teams should be utilized against 
organizations with already matured 
Security Programs

● Red Teams will perform stealthily and test 
how well your incident response is

● PenTesters will attempt to find as many 
vulnerabilities as possible

● PenTesters always have a strict time 
constraint

● Penetration Testing should be used to 
help identify areas that when mitigated 
will help mature the Security Program

● Penetration Testing is normally very loud 
as the idea is to discover vulnerabilities 
without being impeded by Security or 
roadblocks

● Penetration Testing will attempt to ‘chain’ 
vulnerabilities together to create new 
avenues of potential exploitation



Red Teams / Pen Testers Deliverables – Ask the right 
questions

● Expect MORE from your Penetration Testing & Red Team Engagements
● Ask hard questions of the Teams performing the work such as:

○ Exactly what will my deliverables look like?
○ How will they help me create a stronger more Secure Environment?
○ Can the report be easily understood by anyone who reads it?
○ Will you provide a step-by-step reproducible report so mitigations can be easily 

understood and implemented?
○ What precautions do you take to ensure you don’t harm our systems or our 

information?
○ Are you planning on delivering us a bunch of scans and no report?
○ Do you validate that there are no false positives being reported?
○ Do you perform and provide research to the Security Community? What Security 

Conferences do you attend and how to you keep up with the latest Security Threats, 
attacks, exploits, and vulnerabilities?

○ How will you protect our data?
○ Do you have Cyber Insurance?



Risk and Adopt a Framework

● Adopt a Framework (compliance ≠ security).
● Categorize the Risk to Your Network
● Allow yourself to be tested
● Start with your most important assets protect from there outbound
● Monitor everything



What does the future look like?



The future

The world is changing. Everyone is using more and more technology.

• IoT
• Automation
• Autonomous Driving
• Smart Contracts
• AI, ML, & DL
• Quantum



Can Quantum Computers Change the World?

“People ask, ‘Well, is it a thousand times 
faster? Is it a million times faster?’ It all 
depends on the application. It could do 
things in a minute that we don’t know 
how to do classically in the age of the 

universe. For other types of tests, a 
quantum computer probably helps you 

only modestly or, in some cases, not at all.” 

- Scott Aaronson, head of the Quantum 
Information Center at the University of 

Texas at Austin

● Today’s most powerful laptops are closer to 
abacuses than quantum computers

● A 300-bit classical chip could power (roughly) a 
basic calculator, but a 300-qubit chip has the 
computing power of two novemvigintillion
bits—a two followed by 90 zeros—a number that 
exceeds the atoms in the universe.

● In late October 2019 Google is claiming 
Quantum Supremacy by solving an algorithm on 
output of a pseudo-random quantum circuit.

● This would take a “classical system” 10k years, 
(Sycamore took 200 seconds) (IBM is disputing 
2.5 days for a current super computer)

WK7
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IoT



12 Steps to Improving your Security Posture



Requirements & Risk Assessment

● Identify Requirements 

● Analyze and Evaluate Risks

● Determine Appropriate Ways to Eliminate/Minimize the Risk

● Compliance ≠ Security (but is necessary across an enterprise)



Security Design & Implementation

● Security Solutions must address as many security problems as possible.

● Security Design and Implementation must include proper Planning, 
Implementation, Training, Maintenance and Auditing.

● Use a Framework

● Configuration Management

● Baselines

● Layered Approach – Assume an Adversary will Gain Access



System Hardening

● Reducing security risk by eliminating potential attack vectors and condensing the 
system’s attack surface

● Consider entire environment

● Use a standard checklist, builds, but ensure functionality

● NO DEFAULT CONFIGS



Policies

● Documentation outlining how to protect the organization from threats, including 
computer security threats, and how to handle situations when they occur.

● SOPS and Checklists.

● Quiz your staff on the procedures.



Security Evaluation & Penetration Testing

● Review of all controls

● Vulnerability Assessment

● Penetration Testing (with no prohibited areas) – allow social engineering



Authorization Readiness

● Official Submission and ‘Stamp of Approval’

● Leadership buy off and acceptance of risk



Threat Detection & Continuous Monitoring

● Ability to monitor controls

● Threat Detection – Automated and Manual - Know when someone gets in

● Maintain observation of protection mechanisms, auditing, reporting and more



Digital Forensics & Incident Response (DFIR)

● Ability to quickly comb through any amount of data to pinpoint a given target

● Rapidly report and respond

● The what happens when someone gets in.

● Practice – Table Top



DevSecOps

● Should work hand in hand with your IR team.

● Develop/Fix/Remediate/Improve rapidly



Emerging Security Technology Evaluation

● Devote a resource on your team to understanding new tech.

● The next best thing is out there, and the next worst thing is also out there.  

● Moore’s Law and what is next.



Data Governance

● Understand what data you are collecting.

● Protect its CIA.

● Catalog your data along with your risk.

● Consider a framework GDPR like.



Risk/Threat Forecasting & Protection

● Threat Modeling

● Threat Forecasting – ability to determine future threats based on current models 
and trends

● Ability to implement future protections



Let’s get in the head of a hacker and see a 
DEMO!



LIVE Demo
RemoteMouse 3.008 - Arbitrary Remote Command Execution - Windows10

Credit to Original Exploit Author: ‘0rphan’



LIVE Demo
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Remote Desktop is too noticeable…what 
happens if we get a bit more creative?



LIVE Demo
RemoteMouse 3.008 - Arbitrary Remote Command Execution - Windows10



The Team

VetCon



Company Overview



More About CDT

CDT is DTMB’s Vulnerability Assessment Services Provider
Contract Usable for Michigan Agencies: 071B6600012

CDT is a VA Certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small 
Business

CDT is hosting Information Warfare and Cyber Conflict Conference 
(IWC-3 formerly InfoWarCon) – April 2019 with George Washington 
University in Dulles Virginia (DC Metro Area)

CDT hosts VetCon yearly at DefCon and other InfoSec 
Conferences



CYBER DEFENSE TECHNOLOGIES

Est. 2010

Cyber Defense Technologies (CDT) is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) and 

cyber security firm that provides consulting and security services to clients around the globe.  CDT was 

founded by industry experts who have a wealth of experience securing government and commercial 

systems.  

Thank You

www.cyberdefensetechnologies.com | 1-800-658-1846 | info@cyberdefensetechnologies.com


